Money Laundering
The offence that dare not speak its
name

Money Laundering – The Identity Crisis
• ‘It can be argued that there already existed a
criminal legal framework for prosecuting the
underlying predicate offence that gives rise to
the funds to be laundered’ Prof Jackie Harvey
• ‘…the police creating increased demand for
their activities by inventing new crimes’ Rahn

The persistence of the concept of
predicate offence
• ‘As far as the UK is concerned the concept of
predicate offence can be consigned to the
jurisprudential dustbin’ Evan Bell, formerly head
of NI Assets Recovery Agency, now a Judge.
• But the concept of predicate offence is helpful to
the sub text that says money laundering is
primarily a derived offence, or not really a proper
offence at all
• And it has crept back into the legal discourse

Definition of Criminal Property
• a) it constitutes a person’s benefit from
criminal conduct or it represents such a
benefit (in whole or in part and whether
directly or indirectly), and
• b) the alleged offender knows or suspects that
it constitutes or represents such a benefit

R v GH
• ‘Criminal Property for the purposes of sections
327,328 and 329 means property obtained as
a result of or in connection with criminal
activity separate from that which is the
subject of the charge itself’
Does this mean criminality cannot be proven by
means of how the property is treated?

Money Laundering Enablement

TBML

TBML - What is it?
Answer = False Invoicing

How to start? Understand the contexts

Levi at the IDPC
•
•
•

•

•

The term money laundering may conjure up too vague and unspecified an
image to fit the reality. ‘Crime money management’ may be a productive
alternative.
Financial investigation is often mistakenly seen only in the context of
proceeds confiscation rather than in revealing forensically the financial
relationships in drugs networks
Financial investigators – whether police, civilian or trained accountants –
need to be embedded with operational and intelligence units, so that they
are brought in early enough to help the investigation as well as take away
the proceeds of crime
Criminal finance analysis and UK post conviction Financial Reporting
Orders can be used fruitfully to target the most harmful networks – local,
national and international – but this needs to be mainstreamed.
Financial investigation and proceeds confiscation/recovery can impact
upon public reassurance and the behaviour of financial intermediaries as
well as drug offenders – but these goals need to be separated out and
evaluated, not just asserted

Ian Davidson - ACPO
• The strategic objectives in tackling the criminal
finances of OCGs are currently unclear
• There is a need to move away from law
enforcement activity in this area being based
primarily on opportunity rather than intelligence
• There needs to be a better understanding of how
Proceeds of Crime activity can drive operational
activity and impact. If it doesn’t impact on
organised crime, why have it?

A practical approach to developing an
enhanced law enforcement response
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CS = CASH RESOURCES – Sources of working

RS = REVENUE SPEND – Dividends; wages; cash exports;

capital; sources of loan finance; recycling of criminal funds;
co-investment of criminal partners

cash placements into the banking system; asset purchase; investment
funds

OCG Sample Business Model

Insider Trading –
another impossible offence

How did they manage that?
• 2009 saw the first criminal sentences for insider trading. A
number of prosecutions and heavy fines have followed since:

Credibility follows prosecutions not
legislation

Key Points
•

Money Laundering offences are not being used against Organised Crime in the manner
originally envisaged. The concept of predicate offence often persists in the discourse yet is
not a requirement of the act. It distorts our understanding of what Money Laundering is and
how it can be prosecuted.

•

Prioritising asset recovery on its own will not secure the big prizes in terms of OCG
disruptions and protection from asset recovery can only be achieved if we develop our
understanding of how money is actually laundered.

•

TBML is a principal channel but is perceived by some to be too complex for law enforcement
to tackle. This is an unacceptable situation. It is the TMBL type laundering that enables
criminal money to enter and distort commercial markets and pose significant threats.

•

Although there are many different types of scheme, TBML at base is nothing more complex
than false invoicing. The provision and acceptance of a fake passport in the form of a false
invoice to cover the transmission of money that is not justified by the value of the goods it
purports to represent.

•

The evidencing of deliberate mis-invoicing set within a criminal context should be sufficient
to achieve a successful prosecution. Money travelling under a fake passport is, at least in a
prima facie sense, criminal money.

•
•
•
•

Key Points
•

There is, however, inadequate consensus of how the law can be interpreted to sustain the
confidence required to launch and sustain investigations on this basis alone. This is in part
due to underdeveloped case law, which of course results from a lack of developed cases.

•

The adequacy of the law re money laundering may need to be reconsidered and the legal
influencers who seek to restrict the scope of the money laundering provisions should be
challenged on the basis that a law that is perceived to be too difficult to prosecute will not be
able to serve the intentions of the legislation.

•

The issue however may in the meantime be assisted by developing knowledge of OCG
business processes which rely on an ability to launder money for their functioning. Project
Jackal is one ongoing initiative within Police Scotland which seeks to improve capture of
relevant intelligence and develop contexts which can be used to inform operational and
resource allocation decisions.

•

The experience of insider dealing shows that significant sea changes in prosecution success
can be achieved with application of appropriate will and resource. We are suffering a major
blind spot to assume the essentially unchallenged transmission of criminal money does not
pose a tangible and serious threat. It is prosecutions that have impact, allied to a necessary
culture of compliance, not the mere passing of legislation.

